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A B S T R A C T

Medium- and large-bodied mammals (MLM) are of global interest of conservation due to their indispensable role
in ecosystem functioning and sensitivity to human activities. Conservationists regard MLMs’ species richness as
an important indicator of the conservation effectiveness of nature reserves (NR). However, species richness alone
is unable to detect how much of the species pool is realized within local communities, nor the different con-
sequences of loss of species having varying importance in ecosystem functioning on the communities. Here, we
simultaneously studied the completeness and defaunation indices (both are useful in informing conservation
practices) of MLMs in 33 NRs of Sichuan Province, Southwest China. We evaluated the main correlate (area,
habitat heterogeneity, energy, water availability, anthropogenic impact) of each index using Pearson’s corre-
lations and generalized least squares regressions. The effects of species’ body size, trophic guild and protection
status on the defaunation index were also assessed. The results revealed a significant negative relationship
between the two indices across the studied NRs. The NRs with larger elevation ranges (greater habitat hetero-
geneity) tended to have a more complete MLM fauna and less defaunated than NRs with smaller elevation
ranges, and NRs with higher mean annual temperature were also more defaunated. At the species level, large-
bodied protected herbivores were more defaunated than other MLM groups. Based on the findings, we argue that
habitat heterogeneity and temperature should be the key considerations during NR designing of Sichuan
Province to conserve MLM biodiversity, and large-bodied protected herbivores are the priority taxa in further
conservation practices.

1. Introduction

Being a fundamental element of world’s extant megafauna, terres-
trial medium- and large-bodied mammals (MLM) play a critical role in
ecosystem functioning (Bogoni et al., 2018). For instance, medium- and
large-bodied carnivores are at the top of food webs and can directly
affect preys by shaping their abundance, distribution and behaviour
(Ripple et al., 2014); large-bodied herbivores are major agents of seed
dispersal, and often change the vegetation structure and composition
through browsing and trampling (Camargo-Sanabria et al., 2015).
MLMs could also influence other animal assemblages by reducing the
availability of food resources (i.e. cascade effect) (Morrison et al.,
2007). However, MLMs are particularly vulnerable to human activities
compared with other taxa, probably due to their low reproductive rates,

long generation times and large home-range sizes. Besides, MLMs are
preferentially hunted for illegal trading (Cardillo et al., 2005; Li et al.,
2012). Local extinction of any MLM species may reduce ecosystem
functioning because all species are unique in fulfilling their respective
functional roles in a community. In global conservation practices,
MLMs are one of the groups of highest conservation priority (Li et al.,
2012; Ripple et al., 2014; Sollmann et al., 2017) and many other little-
known endangered taxa could benefit from the huge conservation re-
sources put into preserving them (the umbrella species; Li and Pimm,
2016).

Nature Reserves (NR) serve as the bridgehead for conserving global
biodiversity (Chape et al., 2005). Over the past four decades, there has
been a sharp increase in the number of NRs in China, which reaches
2,750 by the end of 2017. These NRs are of eleven different types and a
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key type is for the protection of wild animals and plants (Zhang et al.,
2017). Among many provinces in China, Sichuan Province has a re-
markably high diversity of MLMs because of its vast area (approxi-
mately 486,000 km2), diverse natural ecosystems (e.g. forests, steppes
and wetlands) and unique faunal history (Wen et al., 2016). There is a
total of 167 NRs established in Sichuan (by 2016, the total area is
72,500 km2), accounting for nearly 15 % of the provincial land area.
Importantly, Sichuan Province is home to many charismatic and en-
dangered MLM species, such as the Giant Panda (Ailuropoda melano-
leuca), Golden Snub-nosed Monkey (Rhinopithecus roxellana) and Dwarf
Blue Sheep (Pseudois schaeferi). These animals are now mainly confined
to the NRs that are especially designed to protect them and their ha-
bitats (e.g. Wolong NR for Ailuropoda melanoleuca; Zhubalong NR for
Pseudois schaeferi), which have also greatly facilitated the protection of
other sympatric taxa (Li and Pimm, 2016). Today, wild animals in
world’s NRs are threatened by a combination of global changes and
human activities, such as climate warming, deforestation, hunting,
wildlife tourism and habitat fragmentation due to road building within
NR boundaries (Bhattacharjee et al., 2015; Corlett, 2007; Jones et al.,
2018), which is also true for the NRs in Sichuan Province. The in-
creasing human activities both surrounding and within NRs have al-
ready led to the decline of MLM populations and diminished the local
communities (Li et al., 2012). In this context, understanding what
specific factors could help maximize NR’s conservation efforts on the
MLM fauna has become a major concern of conservation planning and
management in Sichuan, by which the administrations can optimize the
design of new NRs.

Species richness has been commonly used for measuring the con-
servation effectiveness of NRs (McKerrow et al., 2018; Quan et al.,
2018). The NRs containing more species are associated with high
conservation effectiveness and values. As a result, the spatial patterns of
species richness for focal conservation taxa in NR systems and the de-
terminants for the patterns are of sustaining interest to conservationists
and ecologists worldwide, as seen in mammals (Newmark, 1986), ar-
thropods (Báldi, 2008) and vascular plants (Zhao and Fang, 2006). In
these studies, NR’s habitat heterogeneity has been consistently identi-
fied as an important driver of organismal richness patterns, yet other
factors such as area, energy and water availability also play a role.
However, species richness alone is unable to detect how much of the
species pool is realized within local communities, nor the different
consequences of loss of species having varying importance in ecosystem
functioning on the communities. Recently, two novel indices that are
closely related to biodiversity have been brought to the attention of
researchers. One is the completeness index, i.e. how complete is the
observed biodiversity of a region relative to its respective species pool,
which is often calculated as the log-ratio of observed to dark diversity
(species absent from local sites but with the potential to establish within
communities; Pärtel et al., 2013). The second is the defaunation (i.e. the
extinction of large vertebrates from ecological communities) index,
which is a measure of dissimilarity between the focal assemblage and a
reference assemblage that represents a historical/unperturbed state
(Giacomini and Galetti, 2013). Both indices quantify biodiversity from
a dimension other than species richness, and are useful in informing
specific conservation practices (e.g. completeness index: determining
priority conservation areas; defaunation index: guiding species re-
storation). For MLMs, the spatial pattern of defaunation index has been
studied in the Atlantic Forest (Bogoni et al., 2018) and over the entire
tropics (Benítez-López et al., 2019) in order to drive conservation ac-
tions and management policy. Unfortunately, such studies have never
been performed in NR systems where conservation policy is more likely
to achieve its best effect.

Recent studies have also shown that biological traits, such as body
size and trophic guild, can be linked to the extent of mammalian de-
faunation (Benítez-López et al., 2019; Bogoni et al., 2018). For example,
stronger defaunation tend to occur in large-bodied carnivores in the
Atlantic Forest because they are hunted for preying upon domestic

animals (Bogoni et al., 2016). In Sichuan Province, large-bodied her-
bivores have been preferentially hunted for food, clothing and medical
use (e.g. musk sac of Moschus chrysogaster and Moschus berezovskii; Yang
et al., 2003). Therefore, it is expected that they should show a greater
extent of defaunation. In addition, the Chinese government has given to
a number of animal species the highest level of protection (i.e. listed as
National Protected Animals) due to factors such as rarity, narrow dis-
tribution and evident population decline that make them more likely to
become locally extinct. We therefore predict that protected species
should be more defaunated than unprotected species in the studied NRs.

To help develop effective conservation strategies on MLMs, we si-
multaneously studied the completeness and defaunation indices of
MLMs in 33 NRs (all with a major purpose to preserve wild animals) of
Sichuan Province. We explored three questions to achieve our goal: (1)
how complete and defaunated are the MLM faunae in different NRs? (2)
Since area, habitat heterogeneity, energy, water availability and an-
thropogenic impact have all been shown to influence mammalian spe-
cies richness (Hawkins et al., 2003; Howard et al., 2019; Newmark,
1986), which of them is the foremost factor affecting the two indices in
Sichuan’s NRs? (3) Whether species with different body sizes, trophic
guilds and protection status differ in the extent of defaunation?

2. Material and methods

2.1. Species data

We compiled the species occurrence information of MLMs for 33
NRs in Sichuan Province. The data sources were published papers and
survey reports of NRs (Appendix S1). In this study, the MLMs were
defined as the mammals whose adult body mass ≥ 1 kg (Liu and Wu,
2019). Accordingly, the final species dataset contained information on
59 MLM species belonging to six Orders (Pholidota, one species; Pri-
mates, three species; Carnivora, 30 species; Artiodactyla, 16 species;
Lagomorpha, two species; Rodentia, seven species) (Appendix S2).

2.2. Completeness index

We used a dark diversity-based method to obtain the completeness
index of MLMs for each NR. The dark diversity was estimated based on
the Beals index that quantifies the probability of joint occurrence of a
given species with other species (Beals, 1984; Lewis et al., 2016):

=P 1
S

N I
Nij

i k

jk ik

k (1)

where Pij is the probability that species j occurs in site i, Si is the number
of species in site i (excluding species j), Njk is the number of joint oc-
currences of species j and k (j ≠ k), Iik is the incidence (0 or 1) of species
k in site i, and Nk is the number of occurrences of species k. We cal-
culated the Beals index for each MLM species in each NR, including
occupied NRs where the focal species was actually found and un-
occupied NRs. The Beals index was calculated using the package ‘vegan’
(Oksanen et al., 2018) within the R statistical environment (R Core
Team, 2018). In this study, we included a species into the dark diversity
of a target NR when it was absent but its occurrence probability was
greater than the 1 % quantile (broad threshold filter; Lewis et al., 2016)
of the occurrence probability values of all occupied NRs. Because dark
diversity is a metric ties to the habitat-specific species pool concept
(Pärtel et al., 2013), we excluded a species from being counted in the
dark diversity of a NR if it is unlikely to occur there based on species’
habitat affinity (i.e. the target NR does not contain the habitat types in
which a MLM species normally lives) information. The habitat in-
formation of species was obtained from (Liu and Wu, 2019). Subse-
quently, the completeness index of each NR was calculated according to
Pärtel et al. (2013) as:
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=Completeness index lnObserved diversity
Dark diversity (2)

2.3. Defaunation index

For each NR, we then calculated the defaunation index of MLMs
according to Giacomini and Galetti (2013) as follows:

=
+

=
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Defaunation index
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where r is the reference mammalian assemblage, f is the focal assem-
blage, S is the total number of species, Wk is the importance of species k
in terms of its functional influence on defaunation, and N is the oc-
currence (presence = 1, absence = 0) of species k in the reference and
focal assemblage. The reference assemblage was set as the entire MLM
fauna of Sichuan Province (Appendix S2) according to Hu and Hu
(2007), and Wk was the adult body mass (kg) of species k elevated to
the power of 0.75 (Brown et al., 2004; Galetti and Dirzo, 2013). The
defaunation index value ranges from 0 to 1, representing a continuum
from no defaunation (the focal and reference assemblages are identical)
to complete defaunation (all the species in the reference assemblage are
absent from the focal assemblage). We extracted the body mass data of
MLMs from the PanTHERIA (Jones et al., 2009) and Elton Traits
(Wilman et al., 2014) datasets. To test the effect of body size on the
defaunation index, we divided the species (the median body mass is
8.86 kg) into medium-bodied (body mass < 10 kg, n = 31) and large-
bodied species (> 10 kg, n = 28) and then compared the defaunation
indices between the two groups using Mann-Whitney U tests. We also
grouped the species by their trophic guilds as follows: carnivores

(n = 16), omnivores (n = 15) and herbivores (including frugivores,
n = 28) (Jones et al., 2009; Liu and Wu, 2019). The defaunation indices
were compared among them using the one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Finally, we compared the defaunation indices between pro-
tected (China’s National Protected animals Class Ⅰ and Ⅱ, n = 36) and
unprotected species (n = 23) to assess whether species’ protection
status reflect their extents of defaunation. See body mass, trophic guild
and protection status of individual species in Appendix S2.

2.4. Explaining variables

We used five variables to explain the variations in completeness and
defaunation indices among 33 NRs, including: (1) area (km2), (2) ele-
vation range (maximum elevation minus minimum elevation, meters),
(3) mean annual temperature (MAT, ℃), (4) annual precipitation (AP,
mm) and (5) human impact index (HII, a measure of anthropogenic
impact that integrates data regarding human population pressure,
human land-use and infrastructure and human accessibility). These
variables reflect the area, habitat heterogeneity (elevation range) (Stein
et al., 2014; Wen et al., 2016), energy (MAT), water availability (AP)
(Hawkins et al., 2003; Howard et al., 2019) and anthropogenic impact
(HII) (Sanderson et al., 2002) of a NR, respectively. The elevation range
data of each NR was extracted from the SRTM 90-m DEM Digital Ele-
vation Database at http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/, the MAT and AP data
were extracted from the WORLDCLIM 1.4 Dataset (http://www.worldclim.
org/; Hijmans et al., 2005), and the HII data was obtained from the
archives of the Wildlife Conservation Society at http://sedac.ciesin.
columbia.edu/data/collection/wildareas-v2. The spatial analysis was
conducted with ESRI ArcGIS 10.2.

Table 1
Observed diversity (OD), dark diversity (DD), completeness index (CI) and defaunation index (DI) of medium- and large-bodied mammals (ADI: DI of all species,
n = 59; MDI: DI of medium-bodied species, n = 31; LDI: DI of large-bodied species, n = 28; CDI: DI of carnivores, n = 16; ODI: DI of omnivores, n = 15; HDI: DI of
herbivores, n = 28; PDI: PDI of protected species, n = 36; UDI: DI of unprotected species, n = 23) in the 33 studied nature reserves (NR) in Sichuan Province,
Southwest China.

Code NR OD DD CI ADI MDI LDI CDI ODI HDI PDI UDI

1 Yele 42 5 2.128 0.327 0.231 0.339 0.099 0.061 0.457 0.386 0.062
2 Xuebaoding 40 2 2.996 0.298 0.239 0.305 0.167 0.039 0.402 0.336 0.114
3 Xiaohegou 42 3 2.639 0.351 0.179 0.372 0.234 0.024 0.479 0.390 0.159
4 Wujiao 32 5 1.856 0.388 0.317 0.396 0.342 0.051 0.504 0.424 0.207
5 Wolong 39 6 1.872 0.298 0.282 0.299 0.115 0.259 0.341 0.316 0.200
6 Wanglang 33 8 1.417 0.341 0.300 0.346 0.372 0.071 0.416 0.346 0.311
7 Meigu Dafengding 33 3 2.398 0.395 0.261 0.412 0.237 0.301 0.448 0.422 0.254
8 Maozhai 27 5 1.686 0.465 0.373 0.476 0.269 0.315 0.542 0.524 0.194
9 Maanshan 20 9 0.799 0.533 0.482 0.538 0.480 0.351 0.589 0.552 0.428
10 Longxi-Hongkou 36 1 3.584 0.375 0.262 0.389 0.245 0.252 0.431 0.412 0.195
11 Liziping 29 4 1.981 0.489 0.329 0.509 0.395 0.252 0.573 0.528 0.297
12 Labahe 34 2 2.833 0.396 0.266 0.412 0.337 0.252 0.444 0.417 0.286
13 Jiuzhaigou 35 4 2.169 0.369 0.227 0.387 0.195 0.071 0.497 0.412 0.160
14 Dongyanggou 29 4 1.981 0.483 0.291 0.508 0.359 0.252 0.571 0.520 0.297
15 Xiaozhaizigou 41 4 2.327 0.337 0.190 0.355 0.205 0.024 0.462 0.389 0.093
16 Huanglongsi 35 6 1.764 0.274 0.345 0.267 0.178 0.071 0.349 0.290 0.188
17 Qianfoshan 30 3 2.303 0.471 0.324 0.489 0.429 0.279 0.530 0.516 0.253
18 Jiudingshan 32 3 2.367 0.439 0.287 0.457 0.280 0.267 0.514 0.486 0.211
19 Yazui 23 10 0.833 0.380 0.601 0.359 0.400 0.407 0.371 0.349 0.596
20 Shenxianshan 35 2 2.862 0.321 0.331 0.319 0.123 0.076 0.433 0.331 0.262
21 Ruoergai 20 6 1.204 0.685 0.490 0.710 0.350 0.577 0.783 0.795 0.239
22 Luojishan 25 4 1.833 0.589 0.312 0.627 0.398 0.327 0.702 0.630 0.386
23 Lean 22 8 1.012 0.631 0.457 0.653 0.280 0.362 0.788 0.713 0.271
24 Kashahu 32 4 2.079 0.314 0.426 0.303 0.139 0.095 0.411 0.343 0.165
25 Guanwushan 27 6 1.504 0.624 0.307 0.668 0.359 0.270 0.792 0.700 0.286
26 Ertan 30 1 3.401 0.539 0.308 0.569 0.270 0.305 0.661 0.608 0.228
27 Haizishan 38 1 3.638 0.237 0.249 0.235 0.053 0.084 0.315 0.250 0.165
28 Heizhugou 33 4 2.110 0.397 0.253 0.415 0.295 0.235 0.458 0.434 0.213
29 Tangjiahe 36 3 2.485 0.420 0.242 0.442 0.266 0.252 0.493 0.469 0.186
30 Daxiaolangou 27 5 1.686 0.607 0.328 0.645 0.245 0.282 0.792 0.704 0.204
31 Baodinggou 34 4 2.140 0.443 0.282 0.463 0.167 0.506 0.485 0.503 0.168
32 Yibicuo 29 2 2.674 0.321 0.489 0.305 0.240 0.092 0.401 0.332 0.257
33 Mabian Dafengding 33 3 2.398 0.395 0.261 0.412 0.237 0.301 0.448 0.422 0.254
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2.5. Statistical analysis

Before analyses, all variables were log10 transformed to normalize
the data. First, we performed Pearson’s correlation analyses among the
completeness and defaunation indices for all MLM species and their five
explaining variables (area, elevation range, MAT, AP and HII). Then,
the generalized least squares (GLS) regression was employed to further
assess the relative effect of each variable on completeness/defaunation
index. To account for the effect of spatial autocorrelation which may
bring in type Ⅰ error, the P values in both analyses were re-evaluated
using a modified t-test method in the SAM v4.0 (Rangel et al., 2010).

3. Results

3.1. Completeness and defaunation indices of MLMs

The observed diversity (species richness) of MLMs ranges from 20 to
42 in each NR, and the mean is 31.9 ± 5.9 (standard deviation). The
completeness index of MLMs ranged from 0.799 to 3.638 (mean =
2.15 ± 0.707) among the NRs, and the range of defaunation index was
0.237 to 0.685 (mean = 0.422 ± 0.114) (Table 1; Fig. 1). There was a
significant negative relationship (r = -0.465, P = 0.015) (Table 2)
between the two indices (log10 transformed data, Fig. 2) after ac-
counting for spatial autocorrelation.

3.2. Effects of body size, trophic guild and protection status on defaunation index

The defaunation indices of large-bodied MLM species (range: 0.235
to 0.710, mean = 0.436 ± 0.124) were significantly higher than

defaunation indices of medium-bodied species (0.179 to 0.601,
mean = 0.319 ± 0.095) (Table 1) across the studied NRs (Mann-
Whitney U test: Z = -4.06, P < 0.001). Species with different trophic
guilds were also subjected to different levels of defaunation. The de-
faunation indices of herbivores (0.315 to 0.792, mean =
0.512 ± 0.134) were significantly higher than those of both carnivores
(0.053 to 0.480, mean = 0.266 ± 0.104) and omnivores (0.024 to
0.577, mean = 0.223 ± 0.142) (Table 1) (one-way ANOVA:
F = 49.271, P < 0.001). When MLMs were divided into protected and
unprotected species, the two groups showed significantly different de-
faunation indices (protected: 0.250 to 0.795, mean = 0.462 ± 0.134;

Fig. 1. Location of Sichuan Province in China (a) and spatial patterns of the (b) observed diversity, (c) completeness index and (d) defaunation index of all medium-
and large-bodied mammals of the 33 studied nature reserves (NR).

Table 2
Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the completeness and defaunation indices
of all medium- and large-bodied mammals and area (km2), elevation range (ER,
meters), mean annual temperature (MAT, ℃), annual precipitation (AP, mm)
and human impact index (HII) of studied nature reserves. All the variables were
log10 transformed. The P values of Pearson’s correlations were calculated after
accounting for spatial autocorrelation.

LogCI LogDI LogArea LogER LogMAT LogAP

LogDI −0.465*
LogArea 0.335 −0.379*
LogER 0.428* −0.378* 0.156
LogMAT −0.152 0.627** −0.545** 0.159
LogAP −0.107 0.252 −0.284 0.376* 0.491**
LogHII −0.389* 0.635** −0.583** −0.078 0.787** 0.454*

* P < 0.05.
** P < 0.01.
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unprotected: 0.062 to 0.596, mean = 0.236 ± 0.099) (Table 1) (Mann-
Whitney U test: Z = -6.11, P < 0.001). Consequently, large-bodied
herbivores that were protected by law were particularly defaunated in
the studied NRs. The spatial patterns and histograms of the defaunation
index for different species groups are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respec-
tively.

3.3. Correlates of completeness and defaunation indices

For the explaining variables, the completeness index of all MLM
species was significant positively correlated with elevation range
(r = 0.428, P = 0.02) but negatively correlated with HII (r = -0.389,
P = 0.03). On the other hand, the defaunation index had a significant
negative relationship with area (r = -0.379, P = 0.036) and elevation
range (r = -0.378, P = 0.041), and a significant positive relationship
with MAT (r = 0.627, P < 0.001) and HII (r = 0.635, P < 0.001)
(Table 2). According to the GLS regressions, the five variables and space
jointly explained 35.8 % of the variation of the completeness index and
62.3 % of the variation of the defaunation index of MLMs. Elevation
range was the only variable which had a significant effect on both in-
dices (completeness: t = 2.429, P = 0.022; defaunation: t = -4.235,
P < 0.001). Besides, the defaunation index was strongly affected by
MAT (t = 3.86, P < 0.001) (Fig. 5). NRs which have larger elevation
ranges tend to have a more complete MLM fauna and less defaunated
than NRs with smaller elevation ranges, and NRs characterized by

Fig. 2. The relationship between the completeness and defaunation indices
(both were log10 transformed) of all medium- and large-bodied mammals in the
33 studied nature reserves of Sichuan Province, Southwest China. The re-
lationship was fitted with a linear regression model (the equation, R2, and P
value are shown) with spatial autocorrelation being accounted for. The 95 %
confidence intervals are shown in the grey zones.

Fig. 3. Spatial patterns of the defaunation index for (a) medium-bodied species, (b) large-bodied species, (c) carnivores, (d) omnivores, (e) herbivores, (f) protected
species and (g) unprotected species of the studied nature reserves.
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higher MAT are also more defaunated.

4. Discussion

4.1. Completeness and defaunation indices and their relationship

In the present study, we have provided a comprehensive analysis of
the correlates of the MLM completeness and defaunation indices across
33 NRs in Sichuan Province. Each index can be used as an informative
metric for guiding conservation practices. For example, a higher value
of completeness index for an area indicates that the regional species
pool is more successfully realized (a lot of species survive the local

processes like environmental filtering, negative biotic interactions and
stochastic variations). Thus, it deserves a higher conservation priority
and continuous monitoring programs (Lewis et al., 2017; Pärtel et al.,
2013). In contrast, a higher value of defaunation index implies that the
mammalian assemblage is subjected to more severe defaunation,
therefore conservation strategies such as animal reintroduction, as-
sisted colonization and rewilding should be implemented (Bogoni et al.,
2018; Corlett, 2007; Galetti and Dirzo, 2013). In fact, some NRs (e.g.
Wolong and Liziping) in Sichuan Province have made great progress in
Giant Panda reintroduction (Wei et al., 2015). As expected, our study
shows that these two indices are strongly negatively correlated with
each other. This is actually easy to understand because the less

Fig. 4. Histograms of the defaunation index for (a) all medium- and large-bodied mammal species, (b) medium-bodied species, (c) large-bodied species, (d) car-
nivores, (e) omnivores, (f) herbivores, (g) protected species and (g) unprotected species of the studied nature reserves. The mean values are indicated by the red lines
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 5. The relationships between the observed and predicted values for the (a) completeness and (b) defaunation indices (both were log10 transformed) of all
medium- and large-bodied mammals in the generalized least squares regressions. The 95 % confidence intervals are shown in the grey zones. The R2 represents the
overall explanatory power of the model (predictors plus space), and the t and P values of the five explaining variables (area; ER, elevation range; MAT, mean annual
temperature; AP, annual precipitation; HII, human impact index) reflect their individual effects on each index.
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defaunated the assemblage is, the larger portion of the regional species
pool it will hold. Overall, we can develop a comprehensive set of con-
servation strategies for specific NRs based on both indices.

4.2. Drivers of completeness and defaunation indices

One remarkable finding of our study is that the elevation range of a
NR is a key factor influencing its effectiveness in conserving MLMs.
MLM fauna in NRs spanning a larger elevation range is more complete
and less defaunated than that in NRs with smaller elevational coverage.
Because elevation range is a robust measure of habitat heterogeneity in
Sichuan Province (Wen et al., 2016), our results primarily indicate that
the completeness of the MLM fauna in a NR increases with its habitat
heterogeneity, while the level of defaunation shows the opposite trend.
In the Atlantic Forest, the main drivers of MLM defaunation are forest
patch size and area of the largest available forest remnant (Bogoni
et al., 2018). Similar to our results, prior studies have demonstrated
that species richness correlates positively with NR’s habitat hetero-
geneity. Newmark (1986) found that habitat heterogeneity (also mea-
sured by elevation range) was one of the two important factors (another
one was area) controlling mammalian species richness in 24 western
North American national parks. By relating arthropod species richness
in 16 NRs of central Hungary to NRs’ habitat heterogeneity and areas,
Báldi (2008) found that richness was only strongly (positive) correlated
with habitat heterogeneity. Normally, a region with greater habitat
heterogeneity could provide animals with more diverse food resources
and increase the opportunity for the niche segregation of coexisting
species (Frid et al., 2018). A greater number of habitats also means
more shelters and refugia against harsh climatic conditions, which
could promote species persistence (Stein et al., 2014). These factors
may contribute to the positive correlation between species richness and
habitat heterogeneity observed in their studies and, as well, the positive
correlation between MLM completeness index (negative relationship for
the defaunation index) and NR’s habitat heterogeneity in Sichuan
Province. Besides, some mammalian species have to conduct seasonal
elevational migration in pursuit of favorable climate and food resources
(Hsiung et al., 2018), such as Giant Pandas (Wei et al., 2015). A larger
elevation range in a NR would definitely facilitate such a behaviour
beneficial to species persistence.

The absence of a clear relationship between NR’s area and each of
the two indices seems to contradict to the ubiquitous positive species-
area relationship. Two main hypotheses that are not mutually exclusive
have been put forward to explain the positive relationship: (1) the
number of species on an island (later expanded to geographical regions)
represents a area-mediated equilibrium between extinction and colo-
nization rates, and larger islands have higher richness because they gain
more species through colonization and hold larger populations that are
more resistant to extinction (area per se hypothesis; MacArthur and
Wilson, 1967), and (2) larger areas tend to encompass greater habitat
heterogeneity and, therefore, more species (habitat heterogeneity hy-
pothesis, Rosenzweig, 1995). Due to this positive species-area re-
lationship, size has been an important consideration in NR design de-
spite the long SLOSS (whether a single large or several small reserves
are better in conserving biodiversity, Báldi, 2008; Higgs and Usher,
1980) debate. In our case, NRs’ areas were not correlated with their
elevation ranges (Table 2), suggesting that the habitat heterogeneity
hypothesis is not supported by the data. Consequently, a larger area of
NR does not necessarily reflect a greater habitat heterogeneity. A ty-
pical example is the Ruoergai NR which has the third largest area but
the smallest elevation range among the studied NRs (Table 1). The
homogeneous environment in Ruoergai NR (dominated by steppe
meadow) may have caused the relatively low MLM completeness index
and high defaunation index. In addition, the obscured relationship
between area and completeness index may result from the different
sizes of the studied NRs. Species co-occurring in larger NRs might not
predict species for smaller NRs since some MLM species might inhabit

very distant places (the opposite can still be true – smaller-scale co-
occurrence might be unable to predict co-occurrences at larger scale).
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that our results do not disregard the
importance of the area for conservation effectiveness. Sufficient area
should always be given high priority in NR design to avoid population
decline and extinction.

In addition to habitat heterogeneity, we observed a strong positive
effect of MAT on the defaunation index. MLMs become increasingly
defaunated towards warmer NRs. There are at least two potential
causes for this result. First, MLMs are good at maintaining body tem-
perature in cold environments because they have a lower surface area
to volume ratio. Further, many MLM species living in cold regions have
developed thick pelage to withstand the severe weather. These factors
together can also explain why some MLM species in Sichuan Province
[e.g. Rhinopithecus roxellana and Snow Leopard (Uncia uncia)] had
successfully survived the Quaternary glaciations (Li et al., 2016).
Second, warmer NRs are characterized by higher HII (Table 2). Thus,
stronger human activities may have driven the loss of mammalian
species (Galetti and Dirzo, 2013).

4.3. Effects of body size, trophic guild and protection status on defaunation
index

The high defaunation indices for most NRs is a signal of widespread
species loss of MLMs in Sichuan Province, especially considering NRs
are the most protected regions against human intervention and supply
plenty of natural habitats for animals (Jones et al., 2018; Quan et al.,
2018). In addition to the environmental drivers of MLM defaunation
(lack of habitat heterogeneity, high temperature), long-term human
activities such as hunting, habitat alteration and livestock farming may
also contribute to this process despite a relatively small impact of HII.
In accordance with the global patterns (Benítez-López et al., 2019;
Schulze et al., 2018), hunting is one of the top threats to the wildlife in
the NRs of Sichuan (Li et al., 2012), with large-bodied herbivores being
under severe pressure because they are the traditional sources of meat
and clothing for local people. The rising demands of pilose antler and
musk sac in the medical market have further exacerbated the situation.
Consistent with these facts, our results indicate that large-bodied her-
bivores are the most defaunated taxa in terms of body size and trophic
guild, which would destabilize the regional ecosystem by reducing the
food resources of high trophic level species and destroying seed-dis-
persal mutualism. Intriguingly, we have shown that species’ protection
status are associated with their extents of defaunation. Extinction
events occurred more frequently in protected species driven by their
rarity and stenochory, implying that law enforcement authorities
should strengthen the protection of them in the NRs. The measures may
include endorsing a ban on the trade of protected species products,
reducing wildlife tourism and habitat restoration.

4.4. Limitations

Given the ecological complexity of understanding and analyzing
biodiversity patterns, we recognize one methodological limitation for
computing the completeness index (dark diversity-based) in our study.
The Beals index that quantifies species co-occurrence probability was
calculated using a 33 (NR) × 59 (species) matrix, with several MLM
species (e.g. Ovis ammon) in the matrix having few occurrences. As a
result, the matrix may be not powerful enough to accurately estimate
the dark diversity because the Beals index usually performs poorly with
limited number of sampled units (less than 40) and rare species (Lewis
et al., 2016; Münzbergová and Herben, 2004). This issue with esti-
mating dark diversity may have potential influences on documenting
the spatial pattern of completeness index, which needs to be improved
in future studies.

We used elevation range to represent the habitat heterogeneity of
NRs for two reasons. First, elevation range is one of the most frequently
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measures of habitat heterogeneity in previous studies regarding species
richness patterns (Stein et al., 2014), including mammals (Feng et al.,
2019; Wen et al., 2016) and vascular plants (Zhao and Fang, 2006) of
China. Second, we have studied small mammal diversity along 20 ele-
vational gradients (ten from Sichuan Province) in the Mountainous
Region of Southwest China (Wen et al., 2018). We found that the ha-
bitat heterogeneity of a gradient obviously increases with its elevation
range. Nevertheless, since elevation range alone can not capture all the
habitat heterogeneity information of an area, incorporating other me-
trics of habitat heterogeneity such as land cover diversity and vegeta-
tion complexity (Stein et al., 2014) may strengthen the results.

5. Conclusions

Our study reveals a significant negative relationship between the
completeness and defaunation indices across 33 NRs in Sichuan
Province, Southwest China. These two indices can be applied to eval-
uate the effectiveness of NRs in conserving MLMs as well as other
taxonomic groups worldwide. We demonstrate that the NRs with larger
elevation ranges (greater habitat heterogeneity) tend to have a more
complete MLM fauna and less defaunated than NRs with smaller ele-
vation ranges, and NRs with higher MAT are also more defaunated.
Large-bodied protected herbivores are more defaunated than other
groups of MLMs. In Sichuan Province, as the most efficient tool for
large-scale biodiversity conservation, the number of NRs is still
growing. Based on our findings, we argue that with MLMs and their
habitats being the explicit target for conservation, conservation plan-
ning should consider areas with high habitat heterogeneity (e.g.
mountainous areas) and lower MAT (e.g. the Ganzi Tibetan
Autonomous prefecture in Northwestern Sichuan) as the priority re-
gions for establishing new NRs. At the species level, more efforts should
be made to conserve large-bodied protected herbivores as they are at
higher risk of extinction.
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